
1. belfry 

 

2. oar 

 

3. moorings 

 

4. phantom 

 

5. spar 

 

6. muster 

 

7. grenadiers 

 

8. stealthy 

 

9. somber 

 

    10.impetuous 

 

    11.spectral 

     

    12. steed 

     

    13.alders 

    

    14.bleating 

     

    15.defiance 

 

• a motion of attack or defense 

• to call forth; summon up 

• marked by or acting with quiet, 

caution, and secrecy intended to avoid 

notice 

• Dull or dark in color 

• a bell tower 

• A soldier who is a member of a 

special corps or regiment 

• Something apparently seen, heard, or 

sensed, but having no physical reality; 

a ghost or an apparition. 

• bold resistance to an opposing force 

or authority 

• of or resembling a specter; ghostly 

• various shrubs or trees native chiefly 

to northern temperate regions  

• the characteristic cry of a goat or 

sheep 

• a long, thin, usually wooden pole with 

a blade at one end, used to row or 

steer a boat. 

• the anchors, ropes, and cables that are 

used to hold a boat or ship in place 

• characterized by sudden and forceful 

energy or emotion; impulsive and 

passionate 

• a horse, especially a spirited one 
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• a motion of attack or defense 

• to call forth; summon up 

• marked by or acting with quiet, 

caution, and secrecy intended to avoid 

notice 

• dull or dark in color 

• a bell tower 

• A soldier who is a member of a 

special corps or regiment 

• something apparently seen, heard, or 

sensed, but having no physical reality; 

a ghost or an apparition. 

• bold resistance to an opposing force 

or authority 

• of or resembling a specter; ghostly 

• various shrubs or trees native chiefly 

to northern temperate regions  

• the characteristic cry of a goat or 

sheep 

• a long, thin, usually wooden pole with 

a blade at one end, used to row or 

steer a boat. 

• the anchors, ropes, and cables that are 

used to hold a boat or ship in place 

• characterized by sudden and forceful 

energy or emotion; impulsive and 

passionate 

• a horse, especially a spirited one 


